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This special issue contains ten papers from researchers in seven countries on three continents and seeks to capture
the current interest topics of and latest research results from the Mechanisms and Robotics (M&R) community. The
topics include fundamental synthesis and analysis theory, algorithms, design, control, and experimental validation
for mechanisms and robots, as well as their validation in a variety of applications. The papers are organized
according to their contributions to the core theoretical methodologies of M&R, with five papers appearing first. The
application areas that follow are biomimetic mechanical devices (two papers) and industrial robots (three papers).

The first five papers showcase the conception of novel architectures and innovative modeling and analysis
methods. Hao, Yu, and Li provide a brief systematic review on the advances of nonlinear static modeling approaches
and the applications of compliant mechanisms to promote interdisciplinary/multidisciplinary development for
associated theories and other new applications. Hao, Li, Kemalcan, Chen, and Yu investigate a quantitative
equivalent model using nonlinear finite element analysis to reflect coupled factors that affect the modeling accuracy
of distributed-compliance compliant mechanisms and accurately model compliant mechanism utilizing plate
flexures. Xie and Liu present a novel parallel robot with Schönflies motion. This robot exhibits a promising prospect in
realizing high-speed pick-and-place manipulation for packaging production lines. The mobility analysis, inverse
kinematics modeling, and singularity analysis presented in their study are helpful in robot development. Wang,
Ceccarelli, and Carbone propose a feasibility study on the mechanical design of a Cassino biped locomotor with two
tripod leg mechanisms presented through a dynamic simulation of its characteristic biped walking. Li and Yao
propose a novel duoprism mechanism, which shows an amazing eversion motion. The mechanism is indeed a
generalized parallel mechanism comprising of three scalable platforms and nine retractable limbs. In eversion
motion, three platforms are expanded/contracted synchronously and the mechanism continuously turns inside out.

The next two papers discuss the emerging implementations of biomimetic design. Liu, Ceccarelli, and Huang
propose a mechanical transmission based on cable pulley for human-like actuation in the artificial ankle joints of
human-scale. The investigated design has been elaborated for implementation in humanoid structures, as well as in
other applications. Penta, Rossi, and Savino present a simple method for designing an under-actuated tendon-
driven finger device against the two breakdowns most frequently observed during experimentations on prototype,
namely, snap-through and single-joint hyperflexion. The findings of the study can serve as guide for future finger
design.

A sequence of three papers captures the critical need for modelling-planning-control strategy to realize the many
potentials of industrial robots. Yuan, Chen, Lembono, Landén, and Malmgren introduce an automatic robot taping
system and discuss the strategies and methods for a robotic manipulator to perform the robot path planning of
covering a workpiece surface using masking tapes. Boscariol and Gasparetto present a simple nonlinear control
strategy for the simultaneous position tracking and vibration damping of robots actuated by speed-controlled servo
drives. The control is aimed to be compatible with most industrial applications given the simplicity of implementation,
reduced computational requirements, and use of joint position as the only measured signal. Zhang and Wei propose
a hybrid controller by combining a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control and a model reference adaptive
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control (MRAC). This study will provide a guideline for future research in the direction of new controller designs for
manipulators in terms of convergence speed and other performances.

We hope the readers will find this special issue interesting and informative. As my editorial work comes to an end, I
would like to express our deep appreciation to all the authors who have submitted their work for this special issue. I
am also grateful to all reviewers for their service and commitment to the journal through their rigorous reviews, timely
response to the tight schedule, and above all, insightful and constructive comments that helped shape the outcome.
Special thanks go to Shuzi Yang and Dongming Guo, chief editors of the Frontiers of Mechanical Engineering, who
supported a special issue in this important research area and to the journal’s administrative support team that made
the issue possible. I am also grateful to, Ms. Tingting Guo, the managing editor, for accepting and helping with the
publication of this special issue since August of 2015.
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